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the stage is somehow th• comforting atmosphere of middle:c ss civility, the
triumph of humor over grim situation
the hope -of family tenderness,
cheery upbeat theater spirit that Denby
complains about, th . comfy sofa, the
squeaky-clean living oom. He's right.
He didn't mention · Day in th~ Death
of Joe Egg in his tlantic manifesto,
and he's right abo t it anyway. The
tone, the feeling is ll too A-O.K.
It's just that Egg, and theater in
general, has · one o .her dimension that
Denby doesn't disc ss. Mum and Dad
cope by joking and performing shticks,
which is how they re-enact for the audience the episode with minister and
doctor. Sometimes they step out of the
story and address tpe audience directly.
And while much <1,f this is clumsy as
play-writing, and rhile the humor is
less than hilarious, two important purposes are served. The comedy and
shtick clear quite little field for performance. Jim D e puts his agile face
and body and care 1timing to good comedic use as Dad Stockard Channing
manages to comm , nicate Mom's depth
and reserve merel by how she crosses
her legs. And th e performances do
something that canJ never be done in the
movies: they invol e the audience. Two
women behind me spent the play whispering back and f rth, "He's so wonderful," "She's s wonderful." Oh,
abominable ladies they should have
been turned out b~ the usher; but in a
sense they respon ed reasonably. People should go to th theater in the same
spirit they go to s orts events, Brecht
said; and the abo inable ladies were
perfect Brechtians. They weren't sitting
alone in the dark, :wrapped in the play
as in a dream, whic is the experience of
seeing a movie. hey were at the
the~ter. Their he ts were beating as
one with the rest f the audience and
with the actors. T eir experience was
collective.
Collective experience: that is what the
serious movie-lover'tS don't understand.
Denby, in looking for plays he could
admire, finally rec nized that theater
has a literary qualit that fum cannot
have. He celebrated two plays (Glengarry Glen Ross an Hurlyburly) for
their distinctly literar virtues. But in all
his prowls through t e theater district,
he never seemed to s mble across the
virtues that are uniqu ly theatrical, the
excitement of a theater full of people all
feeling the same thi , the peculiar
energy that emerges hen an actor
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DISCOVER

engages an audience and n audience
gets caught up in an actor I won't say
that A Day in the Deatl!z of Joe Egg
creates tpat theatrical nergy in any
powerful or memorable way; but even a
pretentious bourgeois \}'Ork like this can
generate the occasional electric thrill
when performed by a cast in which
"he's so wonderful;' · "she's so wonderful." That's what · ramaphiles understand. Otherwise they'd · save. their
money and go to t e movies.
0
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MINDY ALOFF

Woodcut illustration from Columbus ·
letter to the Spanish Court , 1493.

Field~

Chair and Mountain
Einstein ·on the Beach

ield, Chair and Mountain, recently given its premiere in
Washington by American
Ballet Theatre, seems as easy
and mild as light verse. It also puts
A.B.T. 's audience in an unusually good
humor and, like every modern work
that Baryshnikov . has brought to the
company, it flatters the dancers enor~ously. The casting is for four couples
and a corps of six women, six men and
six folding chairs; a ballerina folding
chair also appears as a member of a pas
de trois. The author is New York City
"constructionist" and wordsmith David Gordon, who, despite the fact
that he's ~aking some of the brainiest
movement art around, dislikes being
called a choreographer. Field, his first
full-fledged classical ballet, is strictly a
construction-no word games, except
the title, which plays off the composer's
name. Perhaps because its material is
limited and .its music 'indolent, it has a
. muted . tone. ~u't the slanting falls,
chaine turns, 100 degree developpes,
bourrees and walking steps are deployed, shattered and refashioned with
rich wit. .Like a fur lining in a raincoat,
craft provides an inner luxury.
The beginning is so subdued that I
mistook the restraint for lack of focus.
To the gentle opening of the Seventh
Piano Co~certo (1832) by Irish-born virtuoso pianist John Field, principal ballerina Martine· van Hamel-statuesque
and sheathed in blue-drifts across the
stage several times. Once she simply performs a chain of walking turns; another
time she reverses herself, yawningly extends a leg and bourrees off. Always
proceeding from left to right, her en-
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What sort of people need to lear
foreign language as quickly and ef
tively as possible? Foreign service 1
sonnel, that's who. Members of Ameri1
diplomatic corps are assigned to I
embassies abroad, where they must
able to converse in every situation.
Now you can learn to speak Spa!
just as these diplomatic personnel 'd
with the Foreign Service Institute's I
grammatic Spanish Course. You'll h
latin American Spanish recorded by nc
speakers.
·
The U.S. Department of State has s:
thousands of dollars developing this
It's by far the most effective way to ~~
Spanish at your own convenience an
your own pace.
The course consists of a series of ·
settes and accompanying textbook. Sii
follow the spoken and written ins~
tions, .listening and repeating. By th e
of the course, you'll be learning and spea
entirely in Spanish I
. This course turns your cassette pi
1nto a "teaching machine." With its u:1
"programmatic" learn ing method, yot
your own pace -testing yourself, correc
errors, reinforcing accurate response.:
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:-EVENTS.
let Nation readers know about your event!
They want to know:
WHAT'S GOING ON
WHERE and
WHEN

GIVE PEACE A DANCE
Benefit for Medici! Aid for Central Amerlcl
live music with Johnny Colon; The H~man Condition,
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 9 PM
The Marc Ballroom
30 East 16th Street
New York City
Contribution: $10 employed, $5 unemployed.
Sponsoring organizations: African-American Solidarity Network, .
Nicaragua Medical and Material Aid Campaign and New York
Central American Health Rights Committee. For further information call NICMAC (2_12) 889"·5188.
.

BENEFIT
JULIO CORTAZAR MEMORIAL
An afternoon of words and music to benefit Julio
Cortazar Hospital in Nicaragua with Gato Barbieri, Ariel
Dorfman, William Kennedy, Toni Morrison, Arthur Miller,
Grace Paley, Gregory Rabassa, Richard Falk and
Carolyn Forche.
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 3PM '
Ethical Culture Society ·
2 West 64th Street (near Central Park West)
·
New York City
Tickets $10 and $25-$50 with reception. Advance purchase
suggested. For information call (212) 924·8289

A WASHINGTON PREMIERE
THE GOOD RGHT
A documentary about the Abraham Lincoln Brigade and
the Spanish Civil War, to benefit the Democratic
Socialists of America, DC/MO.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 8 PM
Inner Circle Theater
2105 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C.
Panel with the filmmaker
and a veteran will follow the film.
Tickets $10 at the door, in advance at C... Ceaetn11
bookstore, or reserved by writing to DSA DC/MD, 1346
Connecticut Avenue N.W •• 1610A, Washingion DC 20036.

ROUNDTABLE FORUM
The Ongoing War In Central America and
What You Can Do To Stop h
Moderator: The Rev. David Garcia, St. Marks-in-the·
Bowery.
Speakers: Ralph McGhee, C.I.A. agent, retired; Oscar
Chacon, Casa El Salvador; Lt. Col. John Buchanan,
retired; Paul Sweezy, Monthly Review; Migdalia de
Jesus Torres, John Frappier, USOCA; Or. Michio Kaku,
Prof. Archie Singham, Brooklyn College. .
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 7 PM
Hunter College School of Social Work
129 East 79th Street
New York City
Admission $3
For further information call SANE (212) 683 ·4151 or USOCA
(212) 929-5105.

· ,trances make up ·a kind of continuous
handwriting, the text of a solo-her
story. Gradually, this story is traced over
by three secondary couples, the men and
women continually renegotiating the
roles of supp6xt and display. By the end
of the ballet's half hour, van Hamel and
her partner, Clark Tippet, have been
related to the other couples in a host of
ways, the partnering has been pared
from macroscopic lifts , to microchip
squeezes of the hand, and the primacy of
the ballerina in classical dancing has been
reaffirmed. Gordon has explored just a
few key aspects of billlet, hut intimately
and with authority.
The intimacy is a function of skill; the
authority is earned. Formed in the polemical 1960s, Gordon seems to be, by
nature, an ironist, with an appreciation
of paradox; -a· fascination with the
·psychology of partnering, an ambivalence about glamour and fame. On occasion, he has revealed a critical temperament and, in po~tmodern (or Balanchinian), fashion, an interest in layered
allusions. He also husbands themes and
effects. One can catch .in Field the exalting imagery for women that Gordon
has used in his duetS for himself and his
wife, Valda Setterfield, as well as the
puns ort pedestrian movement that riddle 'his pieces for his own Pick Up
Comp. and a recent etud~ In partnered
walking for Stuart Pimsler and Suzanne
Costello. (The·immediate antecedent to
Gordon's A.B.T. piece was his Field
Dances for the Extemporary Dance
Theatre, a new British dance group.)
Linking his efforts for lofts and opera
houses is a remarkable dance momentum. Whether they're assuming an
arabesque or moving furniture around,
his performers are buoyed by a larger
current or controlling pulse. They're
always dancing,. and the rhythmic continuity with · which Gordon links
pedestrian and ·theatrical gesture makes
his elisions CoherenL
In Field, Gordon ha,s' ~astered van
Hamel's heroic scale. Van Hamel is a
.magisterial dancer, particularly of
· ·Petipa, because she gives movemel)t its
. full meaning in terms ofJine, mass and
contour. She's a comparatively big ballerina, and, in the right roles, her work
is peedessly expansive~ Harmony -and
proportion: are the· bread and water of
her 'technique; and she deviates so little
from the 'musical stress that she can, in
the wrong roles, seem stolid. In Field,
she begins to grow into Mount Ballerina
with that early extension; by the end,
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with the help of a consort, she's enthroned amid a court. (This is essentially the plot of the Petipa ballets in which
she exGe1s-The Sleeping Beauty, La
Bayadere, Swan Lake.) My favorite
·moment for her occurs in a lift with
Tippet. In one clapperlike motion, he
sweeps her off the ground before him,
and one of her legs sweeps up before
her; then, continuing the momentum, it
swings to the back in a sort of battenieht en cloche, radically changing her
silhouette, turning it inside out like ari
enormous umbrella that succumbs to a
gust of wind.
Van Hamel's most regal effects are
achieved in her waltz with Tippet and a
folding chair. The timing is so tricky and
the conceits about absence and presence
so fleet that they make one's head spin,
much as watching a game of three-card
monte, or the adagio for three at ·
the heart of Balanchine's Symphonie
Concertante.
The set and costumes for Field are by
Santo Loquasto. The predominant colors are powder blue and shades of
peach, lit by Jennifer Tipton as a new
morning or mature twilight, as the situation demands. The set is in two parts: a
screen of mountains that ponderously
unfolds sideways and a painted
backdrop that unwinds vertically,
transforming itself from a field of periwinkle blue \ to a snow-capped peak
where folding chairs gambol amid the
glaciers. Perhaps the loveliest moment
in the ballet is partially an effect of the
decor. It comes when a nocturne is introduced in the concerto's first movement. (Field invented the form and enjoyed slipping it into his music.) Mysteriously yet efficently, the screen inches
into view from the left. Then, as if
bonded in a living frieze, several couples
in pinks and oranges sail painstakingly
forth from the same direction, the
women held in various positions at
various heights, the men advancing
them at various rates, each couple as
large and innocent as a dinosaur. It's a
panorama of simple yet intense emotion. From my chair, the dancers appeared to be fielding the grandeur of
many mountains.
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Lucinda Childs's new choreography
for the revival of Einstein on the
Beach-in 1984, the avant-garde's answer to The Nutcracker-was substantial and, in context, positively hyperkinetic. I didn't see the original production at the Metropolitan Opera House
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in 1976, with dances by Andrew De
Groat; this version, which played to
sold-out houses at the Brooklyn
Academy of Music in December, was
· carefully performed and produced.
J After four and a half hours in my
seat, I was ready to go home, and was
ted there quietly. It's a mark of the
work's weird transforming power that it
brought an unsympathetic observer like
me to an appreciation of Childs's choreography for groups, which, in the context of a two-hour performance, I've
never been able to cotton to. In Einstein, she's responsible for two such
dances, each called ''Field (Space Machine)." The first one seemed an old
friend: line after line of dancers entered
the stage and, to a mesmerizing evenness, danced off. On. Off. On. Off.
The second dance seemed new. Not
only did the patteins vary from line to
arc, but the smaller phrases also had
dynamic play.
In her solo for the first scene of Einstein, which was part of the original
production, Childs deyvered a virtuoso
performance, tracing her steps along ·
the narrow terrain of an undeviating
diagonal ·path. Each time she turned to
renew the diagonal she was a different
presence, projecting a different dance
quality-light, sharp, cool, pressing.
She also used her face more than I
remember her doing in similar solos.
Ordinarily, on stage, her features strike
me as' beautiful but cold. In Einstein,
she was Duse.
D
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Join The Nation Associates, a group of
loyal and committed Nation readers
who provide invaluable support for
the magazine through annual COJ}tributions of $20 or more. Membership
includes participation in a '-:ariety of
Associates activities and a subscription ·
to "The Nation Associate," a newsletter that tells you what's going on
behind the scenes at The Nation.
For further information write or call
Claudine Bacher~ 72 Fifth Avenue,
New York, NY 10011, (212) 242-8400.
Make checks payable to The Nation ·
Associates.

· APARTMENT _I)ESIRED
A ROOM WITH~ VIEW. Quiet, respOnsible, nonsmoking
Nation intern seeks to share or sublet Uving space in
NYC. Up to $450/mo. Call Ben Spier ~t (212) 242-8400
or evenings a~ (518) 799·3195.
NEW IN TOWN. ·Quiet, responsible Nation ~ntem. seeks
moderately priced share or sublet. Temporary .housing
O.K. Send any info to The Nation, .Box LAL, 72 Fifth
Avenue, New York, NY 10011, or contact laurie Lipper,
{212) 242·8400. .
.
..
NEW NATION EMPLOYEE from California seeking
reasonably priced NYC apartm~nt. Prefer lease but
would consider subletting or house sitting. · Call Neil
·alack ~t (212) 242·8400 •. ··.. : ·

. ASSOCIATIONS
NATIONAL WRITERS UNION. : Collective bargaining.
Grievance procedures. Health Insurance. ·Journalists,
authors, poets, commercial writers. National Writers
Union, Box C, 13 Astor Place, New York, NY 10003.
IMPEACH REAGAN. It's not too early to start. Join now.
Button, bumper sticker; poster, membership card and
newsletter. $5 postpaid. _
Impeach Reagan Committee,
Box 57258, Portland, OR ~7.228.

LEARN 10 f:1J
cise, 200 ·!,;
CA 90213.

Phone (2 -.:
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Learn Sf
year - rc~

02238 ~
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547·669

RADIO UNNAMEABLE CABAL If the.words "Good Mom·
ing, Cabal" ever meant anYthing to you- if you ever
listened untii"Bye bye, I wuv you," youare a member of
the Cabal in good standing. In order to establish a net·
work of all of us-object interactivity- please send
THE tiJ.
name, address, phone number and a line or two about
Frank W
what you are doing now to: Bob Fass, WBAI Radio, 505
Eighth Avenue, New York, NY 10018.
· E.S. l e
MA 02"7

BOOKS
DO WE NEED TO KNOW the ideas that motivate many
Third World revolutionaries? Is there an alternative to
capitalism and communism? Do Oaddafi's theses repre·
sent an emerging Third World theoretical orientation?
Whether the answer is No or Yes, art you informed? An
Alternative to CMitalism and Communism, edited and
compiled from addresses giv.cm ~Y ~uammar ei·Oaddafi.
Available in paperback at $7 from Clarity Press, .Sliite
469 (N), 3277 Roswell Roaa N.E.,.Atlanta, GA 30305~

SCHOLARLY BOOKLET PROVES
.Conclusive proof Flavius JoseRhus
created fiction~! Jesus. authored Gospels. AMAZING but ABSOLUTELY
INCONTROVERTIBLE! 'Send $4 to
Vector Associates.L..Box 6215-B, Bel-.
levue WA 98008. ur reauest details.
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millennium, r:
Springs, PA !
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. JESUS NEVER .EXISTED!

For info~mativn, write or call: Office of the
Publisher, The Nation, 72 Fifth Avenue.
New York, NY 10011 (212) 242-8400.
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While we reserve the right to refuse any advertisement that we believe to be fraudulent, illegal or
offensive, The Nation wishes its readers to know:
a) we do not have the facilities to check out the
promises made by our advertisers; and b) we have
.a strong presumption against censoring any advertisement, especk#ly if we disagree with its
politics.
'
.

9,000 BOOKS, American arui English · firsts. Faulkner
and Fitzgerald. Scholarly books. Free catalogue. Phoenix
Tape Corp., 5859 New Peachtree Road, Suite 129,
Atlanta, GA 30340. r ,

When drafting your will, please
consider making a bequest to
The Nation.
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